Mother's death

Rambling
3
Mother died on June 15,2013. In death, she taught me lessons. First, family is important. Second, spending time with family members gives one nutrients he needs to sustain life. Third, nature is indifferent to us. Fourth, death is anonymous (everybody succumbs to its wiles). Fifth, god resides in our travail-exasperation, aspiration, and expectation that we will do better by ourselves. Sixth, a loved-one 's will snuffs out family bickering . Finally, nobody knows anything about anybody. It is the trinkets that loved ones leave behind that tell the tale.
It is folly -mother would say -to play-act as if release of a loved one from a hospital means restoration of the old life. We collectively live with mysteries (some things unknowable) , secrets (some things known by a few), and privacy (some things known by all but concealed from everybody).
Conjugated thoughts
People are mad hatters'' -doing things over the top of what ordinary men and women do. Life begins with a yelp and a surname and ends with a whimper and a plaque. Spectacle, drama, inventions, achievements, innovations , suffering, competition, vitriol, love, and sacrifice surface in between.
Adults, she'd say, will do anything to get ahead. Too many live aimless, shabby, and raggedy lives. They make caricatures of 'what they use to do' to preserve the value of what distinguishes them from others. People are transient and digitally overloadedallowing an addiction to cyberspace, that is, an over-responsive, over-committed, manipulation of the social media", to trump physical presence, intimacy, and the power of silence. " We are wanderers in America going where one can find work.'! Too many are suckers for diversions (giving in to them over politics). Where there are vibrant societies or we stumble into one with literature, science and culture, you will find tricksters, scammers, .transient figures, would-be writers, scientists, artists, pretenders, and hangers-on , consuming everybody and everything. We are a strung out people, empty headed, and,alone. We need something or somebody to kick start our lives again.
Epiphany
We need sophisticated thinking (use of the senses and the scientific method to determine reality), educated thinkers (folks rummaging through ethics to find tags for their cache) , good reasoning (logic), and arguments. We need folk who will utilise 'the facts oflife' -a catalogue of human endeavour stored in the brain and called to mind, by individuals , to predict how duly constituted authorities will react to something; the forces that will get released by them; the damage being done to everybody; and who will win the fights. 12 We need social pathfinders':', philosophers", journalists", screen writers", film makers17, and scribes' ! who will find the rules utilised by authorities; collect the operative facts; and write narratives about the results .
When clerics, politicians, and would-be celebrities make arguments about how authorities should apply rules to the facts thinkers should determine whether those cropped arguments are supported by relevant (nice to know) and consistent (supportive) evidence. When there are competing versions of the same rules, thinkers ought to point out the fallout from choosing one over the other. When rules have elements (so-called conditions) and factors (considerations whose weight establish something momentous) thinkers should rummage through the evidence to find the pertinent bits for themselves.
Short stories
Philosophers should write stories about important things in their lives or recent developments affecting other people's lives or topics striking their fancy. A sentence or two about shared values, under threat, or how antagonists misused a rule of law to get something should do.
The narratives should get at the gist of things. There should be a presentation of the issues in question form so thinkers can answer them with a 'yes' or a 'no'. There should be a statement of the operative norms, the pertinent rules, and rationale (joining the rules with the facts) to draw conclusions.
Personalities are irrelevant. It is not 'who said what?' It is 'what got said' and 'what got done'. Content is all that matters. Scriveners should parade important information first and background information thereafter to give the stories a context.
Spotting the issues is the thing. Writers should highlight the controlling principles and research the story's background facts (rummaging through archives for related stories) ever mindful of what their readers want to know. It is what happened in a case; who did what, when, and where; and why the development is significant? Narrators must lose themselves when they write. Clarity is the thing.
Reset button
Having mused about life and death and the bleaker qualities in us: who are we? We are accidents. Here is all we have got. We are soft tissue machines reeking with morals and ethics. Life's meaning comes from what parents tell us and what worries us the most. We say 'hello' to strangers and 'good bye' to old friends. We have quiet times, noise, and chaos in our lives. We ruminate about our sex escapades, cancer treatments, jollies compiled for our aggrandisement; family members we need to squeeze; folk we've got to discard; and our surroundings (whatever they might be at the moment) without media and pundits telling us what to think.
Fodder
We live among giants. (We call them hegemons)." Each possesses the power to stifle another's projects. Global media" and non-governmental organisations have the power to stymie what hegemons wants to do." Multi-national corporations roam the landscape. Some have withdrawn their forces from the frontier, producing vacuums filled by niche firms"
We live in civilisations -our captors in a way -that destroy their surroundings to live. 23 We live on commons. Dwellers draw circles around their neighbours ' aspirations and do their best to stay on their side oftheir neighbours' lines."
Everybody's preoccupied with their projects -assembling, launching, and seeing them through to fruition. Shared values minimise conflicts. There's freedom (the option to go hither and yon unmolested by neighbours); liberty (the option to go hither and yon unmolested by government); and privacy (communing with everybody to establish bonds with the option to withdraw from communion to: a invent and innovate b control the flow of information c veil some things as secrets.)
The commons are calm, weird, violent, and unpredictable places. Settlers have shadowy images of themselves and their surroundings -drifting from a people as property notions to outrageous fictions / " Rich pioneers and poor ones live side by side. The amount of poverty and desperation endured by some is determined by the number of jobs the rich create for the poor . .
Structure
Mega corporations control the world." They tell us what to think. They junk their clunky machines with all their handlers for sleeker ones." Profit from these implements flow to the top where a few handlers, as oppose to many, reap the benefits.28
Levell
There is a superstructure for the business commons we call home: elites, property, markets, and plebs. The market is dynamic. When it burps it produces property that insulates elites against the antics of plebs. The market exerts downward pressure on everybody -telling settlers what to buy in the commercial world" and, when news makes a buck, what they should knoW.
3D
Mega corporations and state bureaucracies glue everything together." They flat line what we see and, sadly, tell us what we should know. The arrangement accommodates capitalism, lies, lying, dreams, philosophy, illusions, certainties, novelty (the insertion of one species' DNA into another to create new value), innovation, inventions (virtual banking and 3D printersr'", and last, but not least, near-do-well regimes where a handful of people take most of the wealth and everybody else takes the rest.
Level2
There are internet geeks everywhere, network engineers, entrepreneurs , information technologists, computers, and computer encampments. Computer owners -the ones with mega machines -compile raw data about us. With algorithms, statistics, probabilities, and machines , they make sense oftheir cache.
With smart programs they predict social events, reconfigure national economies, shape politics, capture money, store opportunities, shunt risk, cull work forces, archive knowledge, anatomise sources of archived knowledge that in the end flattens, shrinks, and impoverishes the economy for everybody.
It is a sad situation. We are wielding technology against the middle class"; fleecing it ' so to speak' to create regimes where a handful of people take most of the money and power and everybody else takes the rest."
Quite naturally, there are costs for doing this. There is hyper-unemployment, resentments bubbling up from the dispossessed, scape-goating, social dislocation, and chaos. The question is: what do we do with automation and modern technology to mediate the bad consequences? A robust middle class, that is, the restoration of one is an answer. If technology creates as many jobs as it destroys, everything will be alright. Middle classes make efficiency relevant and bring about economic growth and stability.
Elites
Elites are animalsr" Many sense that something's wrong. Change disquiets them. Some want Microsoft, Harvard, Stanford, Michigan, and their ilk to do 'original research' and 'think great thoughts'. For their convenience they want everybody else to do as they arc told."
Elites are scant in number.'" They derive meaning from encounters with different people, albeit limited numbers, mediated by worldly experiences and texts." They are prone to look for the grossest behaviour around them, in carefully selected environments, overlooking the subtle stuff where (in the shadows) deeper meanings hide themselves."
Having said all that: what about our nation's smart and ambitious poor people, immigrants, and non-whites who long to show their brilliance? Is their place for them in the academy and the elite's new world? What should institutions of higher learning do for them to make their:lives better than the lot of their parents? Let us craft some answers.
Answers
There are scientific, artistic, virtual, and physical worlds. In the latter elites cannot use mob violence (a tried~and-true but shunned political practice in the south)" and phony referenda campaigns to make it harder for non-whites to gain legislative victories in higher education. 4 School administrators should banish practices that stigmatise, stereotype, intimidate, and discourage non-white students. Admissions directors should use race and ethnicity in the admissions processf to plumb characteristics they want to add to freshman classes.t' Elites and non-elites alike want and need brilliant physicists , engineers, and mathematicians, without regard for national origin or skin colour and diverse lawyers to organise them so our hegemon (USA) can win world contests.
Universities must establish satellite schools abroad to recruit new blood.54 They should offer a one year program for mid-career people who want to know what biologists, scientists, engineers, and lawyers do on a daily basis; a three year course of study for all professional schools; a four year offering for undergraduates, trial lawyer candidates, and folk trolling for government jobs; and a five year program for engineers to replenish decimated ranks in traditional engineering, civil engineering, and information technology.
Universities should provide analytical skills labs to practice issue spotting (using theoretical templates), deductive logic, reasoning by analogy, and social value analysis. It comes down to the social harm the status quo does to equal dignity and equal respect. If it is awful we elites, particularly those in the academy, have to change
Educational menu
Once we've got a flock in school what should we feed them? We should offer courses that promote verbal fluency (classes that work on oral discussion, debate, and writing/ 5 ; courses that do something about resourcefulness, inventiveness, and creative abilities.i" The schools should provide problem-based-leaming that gives gifted students an opportunity to experiment with hypotheses, idea, and solutions to real problems/" Schools should offer something that brings together the interconnectedness of human kind 58 with nature'" focusing upon science, physics, geology, and ecology."
We want university professors to study the systems around them and teach students what they know. Aside from literature, mathematics, history, and fitness training, here is a taste of what they should know: philosophy, sociology, economics, geology, cyberspace", internet realities'", monopolies'r' and monopolists", cybercrime'", constitutional law, alternative dispute resolution (ADR), and simulations.
Course offerings
Philosophy
We should provide everybody with food, clothing, and shelter and, as regards the sick, elderly and weak, insurance to cover the average risk that something awful will happen to everybody. Community participants should get equal dignity and equal respect'"; that is, equality 'under the law (protecting individual claims to personhood and property), equality of resources (using that trope to give everybody the same ration of whatever everybody regards as valuable and auctions to sate peoples' appetites for things) and liberty (doing whatever one wishes to promote economic wellbeing.j'" Everybody is endowed with the good." But what is good for one person (order, certainty, and predictability) ends where another person's good begins. Everybody's got an ego." But one person's ego ends where another person's ego begins. The line dividing people's goods and egos is justice. Moving the line with bargains is justice too.
Participants should be free to implement their life plans. When members cannot do this for themselves, politics corrects the situation. It comes down to a particular population, population growth, and advantages some possess and others covet. Where social advantages are generously dispersed so most people can use what's available to them, everybody's expectations, indeed, their social satisfaction enjoyed and foreseen goes Up. 70 We need a vibrant electorate, popular sovereignty, majority rules, and minority rights. Polyarchy is a way to bring them into existence. If one establishes a broad?1 and a diverse electorate" -assuming nobody votes for edicts that poach things that belong to everybody" -we can produce suitable majority rules and minority rights.
Sociology
We live in two tiered societies." The top is information and technology.f The bottom is services. Information and technology determine the fate of people in services. The top is rich and the bottom is poor. The stability of the arrangement depends upon the wealth the rich give to the poor. Sticks of butter, ounces of lead, human lives are the units of value.76 Consumption is the hub around which human existence orbits." People, religion, and objects are commodities. The market is transformative. Everybody and everything is usable but nobody is indispensable.
Human's life is concentrated in cities where most strive to survive. But society with somebody, that is, real intimacy on a personal level with folk is fragmented, heterogeneous, dispersed, surly, and subject to consumerism. Nihilism grips people's lives these days. Mean-ing, truth, and justice are relative." Life comes down to exchange value.
Economics
It is an old song sung by elites. Life orbited around kings and clerics. The economic order was in the background. It funded foreign wars and international trade. Time and events eroded the powers of kings and clerics. When they left history's stage the economic order took their place."
Hunger stalked bounty; population treaded upon production; Adam Smith was the sage for the age." He said: purge the streams of religious dogma", let goods flow like water'", price with the aid of demand will find its level'", bounty comes from production." Nations should use the market mechanism. They can build civilisations; carve them out of the wilderness; pull them above subsistence; create wealth; fuel competition, and make citizens better than they would be without competition. There should be no contracts, combinations, or conspiracies in restraint of trade. They will gum-up the market mechanism and compromise consumer welfare.
American society is modelled along these lines. It is an industrial scheme that accommodates lower classes, middle classes, and elites. Nowadays, it is two tiered arrangement with elites and plebs. Because the arrangement is fragile, unproductive, and subject to obsolescence, somebody's got to guard against the temptations of a 3D printer world 85 ; places where people download designs like we download movie files so robots can make things in real time.
Giving into that world's temptations (i.e., having somebody produce things instantaneously) shrinks manufacturing jobs, ship container business opportunities, truck and rail services, and other industries -all builders of and contributors to the middle class.
Our nation's stability depends upon the amount of wealth elites give to the base. When we abide by or condone a society where a few capture the wealth and everybody else gets the rest, trouble lurks. We need a vibrant middle class or a restoration of one to make economic growth and stability a reality .
Contracts
9
When you think about things: the human condition is what machines cannot do for us. We are born with feelings , reasons, impulses and appetites. We are more alike than different. We have public faces, private faces, and zones of privacy. The public one is used in social and business discourse. The private face harbours our aspirations , temperament, fears , talents, and appetites. The space between these spheres is the zone of privacy. It is a wardrobe where youngsters rummage through a parent's things to find personas to present to the world ; a wall against publicity ; and a refuge for those who seek solitude.
Everybody's got implements to get through the day: autonomy (making and implementing decision s that please the self), independence (caches of wealth spent on autonomous decision-making), freedom (going hither-and-yon unmolested by neighbours), liberty (living-out life plans without government interference), privacy (a wall between the family and the public), property (relationships with things) , equality of resources (giving everybody a ration of what everybody regards as valuable and auctions to sate peoples' appetites), equality under the law (individual claims to personhood and property), and contracts (options to make deals for goods and services we covet).
Everybody's looking for things and calculating what's good for them. They march down negotiation lines to points where nobody can realise gains without sustaining losses. At points on the line -where rational ignorance takes hold of us -bargaining flourishes and deals come to fruition.
They assume different forms. Some come from Holmes's and Williston 's bargain theory (0 + a I c = k)86, Corbin's reliance theory (p I r = kP, take-or-pay contracts (t -0 -pI k)88, the Uniform Commercial Code, and deeds ascribed to people captured by computers hooked to the internet. 89 The hold-up game (using a pre-existing duty to modify existing contractsj'", estoppel in pais" (representations of fact that cause detrimental reliance) , unconscionability'", and the reasonable expectation test 93 (doing whatever to deny somebody the option to use standard terms to blow up expectations seeded during contract negotiations) invalidate them. . When it comes to performance issues, however, contract law is murky. The common law 'on what to do' is vague and indeterminate. It is for us (the lawyers) to decide what we will do with wilful breach, economic duress, holdup games (deployed to secure new contracts and modify old onesj" and bad faith. 95 What's been written about these notions is tricky" and tests the boundaries of civility." Because lawyers are not a part of the operational chain of command at the point of sale", and lay people (ostensibly following contract law) make the sales 99 and, to a person, seem risk averse but willing do whatever to help their sellers' business (knowing full well that the bosses' opinions matter more than anything''" the law will do to them)!" try things that get them in trouble.
Statutes govern some contracts . Where the objects are goods it is Article II of the Uniform Commercial Code. Where contracts capture personal property to address the risk of non-payment of debts, it is Article IX of the Uniform Commercial Code. Some statutes police other statutes to mediate bad consequences. The Uniform Consumer Credit Code is an example.
Geology
Imagine an information trove, capturing the lives, antics, and secrets of ordinary people, that is bundled by somebody and fed to mega computers like grist. Assume the data is about oil and gas deposits and who has what and where. If demand for this type of information exceeds supply, people will buy it.
You see the world is a rock with biological scum smeared over the surface. It is molten material, granite, marble, slate, sandstone, limestone and shale.
t 02 Precious materials are buried in its crevices. They fuel what men and animals do on the surface. This is valuable stuff. From the mantle comes energy.
Geologists pound sounds into the earth. The reports are plotted by engineers to locate oil and gas. 103 When caverns are found under a homeowner's plot she's given an estate in the oil and gas. When the cavern straddles two plots the homeowners have correlative rights t 04 to explore, develop, and capture oil and gas. Capture ends when homeowners cheat.
I OS Capture ends when homeowners are negligent. Capture ends when homeowners or their oil-and-gas agents abandon projects. Agents secure adverse possession when on-going projects with landholders (ostensibly at an end) are open, notorious, exclusive uses of someone's estate and, without doubt, inconsistent with the true owner's property interests.
Migrating oil and gas is a problem for developers.l'" When they leak into caverns, under an adjacent plot of land, oilmen can recover the caches in condemnation proceedings. Capture under the guise of a lease is suspect. Capture under phony oil and gas license is a trespass.
Landowners own the surface realty. They are granted estates in the caverns holding oil and gas. They are cotenants with working group owners -investors in the oil and gas projects. to? They can deputise project operators (oil and gas lessees) to sell the loot and do so without permission from cotenants.!" When an operator sells a store after his authority has been revoked by a cotenant, or worse, without directives ascribed to one, the sale amount to conversion.l'"
Real property accommodates life estates and remainder interests. But remainder men cannot enter into oil and gas leases without the life estate holders' consent.l'" Life estate holders cannot enter into oil and gas leases after their life estates come into existence.' 11 Both deals are invalid. The latter creates waste.
Today, prospecting for shale is the new normal. Folks are cracking rock to capture gas. Conventional wisdom governs exploration, capture and sale. The profits are enormous, The costs to us are unknown. 1 12
Cyberspace
Ifphysical reality is a dead and virtual reality is touted as a suitable substitute, we've got lots of folk waiting in lines to go somewhere. Cyberspace is like an old growth forest. People have erected virtual settlements.?" Others have established outposts to spy on settlers.l'" It is the wild-west -a wilderness so to speak -populated by pioneers and policemen, and, god knows, we need more to arrest bad men lurking everywhere.
This old growth forest is a boon for geeks. With algorithms, statistics, probabilities, and machines, they can do anything. They are free radical people willing to do anything to get close to top servers and their powers; and everything to avoid obscurity, irrelevance, and poverty.
But, underneath all this, there is a life-and-death struggle for our virtual souls. It is 'calculations versus thinking' and 'algorithms versus judgement'. We ordinary folk are krill waiting to be eaten by the big fish. It is 'do as you are told' and 'not as I do'. The trophy to be won is us.
7 Monopolists
There are mega servers, entrepreneurs, and monopolistsP in cyberspace. Big servers are monopolies.J" When they join clouds they form shared monopolies. These entities are forces to be reckon with in our economy. They raise barriers to entry for new firms; lower retail prices to levels that are unsustainable by established firms; push them out of the market; level competition; fix prices; and do untold damage to consumer welfare.
Google isa monopolist. It auctions patrons to needy entrepreneurs. It is 1950s golden age of television and advertising allover again. Google puts out lures -free information about everything -to collects customers. Entrepreneurs get advertising space to pitch their wares to them.!"
Walmart is a monopolist and a global entrepreneur.I'! It uses its computers and algorithms to optimise the cost of buying products for customers.':" Digital scouts plot the globe, marking locales where Walmart can buy goods cheap.!" When suppliers get uppity Walmart goes elsewhere. It removes obstreperous firms from its supply chain -it is the firm's form of punishment -to make room for suitable substitutes.
Walmart corals sources of supply and buys in bulk to tie-up markets. It drops bid prices to levels distasteful and unsustainable by belligerent supply firms making it difficult for them to do business with anybody. At home, Walmart does what all monopolists dO,121 They lower domestic prices 122 to levels unsustainable by established firms; driving them out of business in small towns and small markets, shrinking, in the end, the retail choices available to consumers.
Apple is a monopolist!" When patrons buy smart phones Apple leases its information pathways and apps. When customers abandon their smart-phones for trade name substitutes, they forfeit the information pathways, information about themselves, and the apps.124 At day's end the patron's needs, habits, and appetites encoded in leased stuff belongs to Apple. 125 It is the firm's property. Apple can put it in a cloud; share it with other servers; and sell their patrons to others.
Bringing up the rear is the Department of Defense (DOD). It is a monopolist. It is assembled information soldiers'" (worms 
Cybercrime
Cybercrime is a new frontier. Avatars can do anything. We need laws, a coordination of the law, sheriffs, marshals, digital deputies, systems engineers, prosecutors, judges, and courts to hold people accountable for defacing websites"; rummaging through people's computers; and stealing information that belongs to somebody else. 135 Emailing proprietary information from a company computer to one's self is suspect.l" Putting it to use against an owner's wishes is a crime. 137 Altering privilege information is a violation of the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act. 138 Sharing proprietary information with rivals is a crime. 139 Phishingl'", fishing 
Constitutional law
American history is a tragedy. The North won the Civil War. But the South foisted a bad deal upon them. The reconciliation costs were industrial slavery and the permanent subordination of blacks. 148 Legislation was put in place to seal the deal. Ignorant whites who hated blacks I 49, working class whites who feared competition150, and educated whites who saw a menace in the rise of blacks!", insured that nothing would change.
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Their children, by contrast, unsullied by this non-sense, have done everything they could to uplift blacks.!" To, date, thanks to their help, a bitter struggle goes on between members of the white elite. Powerful figures pro and con cannot make up their minds about what's to do next. The nub of the problem is society's tip towards white men in all things. 154 Regrettably, what's been done to blacks forecasts what will get done to everybody. We've spent 148 years and, undoubtedly more time will get spent, tweaking and amending parts of the nation's deal to get our social arrangements right. 155 Maybe literacy, excelling in school and performance on the battlefield will make a difference.l'" But, at all times and without pre-conditions, advocates must assert their manhood, as defined by the times, to get integration for black men and women, full citizenship, and amalgamation with everybody else. We need lots of 'civil rights courtrooms'c'j" open minded judges'", and spokesmen who will speak authentically about the aspirations of blacks in words white men understand. 159 
Alternative dispute resolution
All clients are bottom feeders. If you take social class and economic station out of the equation, whatever the contest, the combatants have lost something. Lawyers have to ask their clients open questions -to get their input -and closed questions -to compile evidence. They have to swim in their milieu and cope with their values to find solutions for them. l 60 They have to point out certain rights, obligations, and ethics along the way and the consequences ascribed to the choices the clients make. l'"
The lawyers need emotional intelligence'P' -to grasp problems holistically' V -and mediation skills to get something done. l64 When it is a commercial transaction that a client wants the lawyer to fix he's got to capture the organic agreement (the client's personal contacts, the parties' unwritten norms and expectation and, with this bundle, do whatever to keep the arrangement going). 165 The lawyer-teacher can do this with simulations.
The simulation
There is a saying ascribed to elders that got reinforced in me. Everybody's an accident. Catherine filed a timely appeal. Separating children from someone they knew, she said, caused them heartache, anguish, and distress. She brought a common law action to secure access to them. I want you (students) to gather the pertinent laws and Illinois statutes; synthesise the cases; distinguish them; do statutory construction and analysis; write an opinion letter and an interoffice memorandum. Can the petitioner use promissory estoppel, equitable parent, contract implied in fact, and equitable parent to secure custody and visitation rights in Illinois? The trial is this year. You have a semester to get the project done .
Opinion letter
People can make contracts. But contracts clashing with statutes are invslid.l' " Evolving, detailed, comprehensive legislative schemes for custody and visitation rights evince a legislative intent to displace the common law about parenthood with statutes. l 68 Since Catherine wants to use a contract to capture parenthood rights, provided for by statute, her contract theories and claims are invalid.
Sadly, a recent judicial pronouncement'f" -utilised by an lllinois court -took a different tact. l7O Judges need express statutory declarations that 'common laws have been overruled' to preclude their use in cases.'?' For Deanna, this interpretation of a statute blurs the line between adjudicative and legislative functions. It pinches the power of the legislature to provide for the common welfare giving, in the end, adjudicative bodies the wherewithal to go off on their own to make new laws. Though a noble thing to do and morally upright, this undertaking is wrong. 172 Judges find and apply established moral principles in our legal order to facts. When deciding cases they apply the public's opinions (about man) that have stuck over time; that is, human achievements 'racked up in the law' by states in their long slog through history. 173 Legislatures, by contrast, do something different. They make decisions about policy and collective welfare. 174 White versus' Sanders is about Whites legal standing. Biological mothers have standing and the option to use promissory estoppel under the lllinois Parentage Act to get child support.i" Non-biological fathers have standing and the option to use equitable estoppels under the Parentage Act to get custody, provided, the presumption of paternity has not been rebutted at the.time the petitioner seeks relief. 176 Since Catherine White: cannot cloak herself with the pertinent language, in either statutory category, she will lose this case. Illinois does not recognise equitable parent. De facto parent (derived from equitable estoppels) will not work because there is no evidence for words, lies, or concealments, ascribed to the biological parent (Deanna Sanders) upon which the non-biological parent relied to her detriment.
Memorandum
This spat is between positivists and anti positivists.i" Anti positivists want to overthrow the law on morality grounds. Positivists (who loath morality tests) propound that statutes are valid and should be followed when advocates go through the appropriate legislative steps to bring them into existence.!" Anti positivists (by contrast) claim that all laws are subject to background.morality.U'' When statutes clash with national identity or a bit of the nation's personality, i.e., human achievements racked up by a nation amidst its long slog through history, the offending legislation must fail. 180 People can make all sorts of contracts. Heterosexuals can erect marriages with them. Same sex couples can establish civil unions. When they add children to the mix the natural parents get the trappings of parenthood. When marriages break-up biological parents get custody and visitation rights. When civil unions break-up the non-biological parent gets nothing.
Illinois recognises marriage, parenthood, and civil unions. In three cases courts turned down non-biological parents' requests based upon these notions.l'" In one case, however, the court granted a non-biological parent's request. 185In that case, the court deflated the superior rights doctrine accorded to natural parents l 86
; discarded recent cases on same sex marriages (because it did not like the legal analysis); utilised a heterosexual case addressing a biological parent's child support rights to bolster its position 187; and made last, but not least, that particular case more important than relevant same sex cases to get at words giving lesbians common law custody and visitation rights. 188 It goes without saying that the court 's work was noble, moral, and upright. But 'what was done by this body' was indecorous and wrong. Legislatures make policies about peoples ' rights. Judges use common law principles to enforce existing rights established by legislarures.i" In this case, the court overstepped its bounds. It made rights where there were none. Acting like a legislature, under the guise of doing what is best for a child, it reconfigured an arrangement under same sex relationships. Now there is a notion. It is called de facto parent in some states. It is a legal status bestowed by courts on non-biological parents in heterosexual and same sex maniage cases. It presupposes a break-up and a bond with the biological parent 's child. The non-biological parent must use.the biological parent's words, writings, conduct , silence, and inactions, as regards what the non-biological petitioner 's real relationship is with a child, to get this status. It comes down to whose version of reality authorities believe in light of the facts. The non-biological parent is given the trappings of parenthood in other jurisdictions, but Illinois does not recognise the status.'?" Equitable estoppel produces de facto parents in Illinois. The non-biological parent can use this notion to negate a biological parent's refutation of a parental bond with a biological parent's child. The non-biological parent must produce incriminating documents , evidence for concealment, lies (ascribed to the biological parent), words, conducts moments of silence and reliance to win.!" When children come into heing, in a marriage, the adults are deemed the parents.192 When a natural parent discloses the biological parent's true identity to a non-biological parent, he loses his paternity rights. 193 But, by some sleight of hand in Illinois, he retains them when the presumption of paternity is not rebutted at the time he seeks relief 194 There is something called equitable parentage at common law. 195 But Illinois neither recognises nor utilises the concept.l'" It presupposes words, conduct, oral, and written agreements establishing a parent type relationship. Now, having said a lot about family break-ups, children, and common law contracts, Illinois courts utilise promissory estoppels under the Illinois Parentage Act. 197 If a man promises a woman that he will support her and a youngster in vitro and, thereafter, his vow changes the woman's life, he is hooked. If she brings a young life into being, because of this vow, and he reneges on his pledge, the court imposes child support obligations with promissory estoppel. 198 
Pause and reset
It is a sad situation on university campuses these days. With regard to tweaking university life, e.g., adding students, furnishing new values, providing sample courses , simulations , and getting all this stuff implemented, intellectuals are not in the university chain of cornmand.l'" They are not calling the shots 2oo • Thicker heads and men of practical affairs determine everybody's fate. 20 ] Intellectuals make noise. They are mouthpieces for educational policy makers. 202 They rationalise what they do. They sound alarms for everybod y -giving decision-makers the option to avoid bad things. The question is: do they listen? The answer to that question is unknown. InteJlectuals congregate in groups : ronins and samurais. The ronins sides with the masses on campus when the governing school elites (samurais) are weak. The eternal struggle between these folk for and against social policies feed universities; keep people vital and society growing. But there is a cautionary tale about all this commotion on campus. Throughout history and, almost every time, elites side with the strong over the weak?03 They use glibness, jocularity, jargon, statistics, gadgets, ignorance, terror, anxiety, and buJlies to build civilisations for themselves.
The British plague
British universities (their elites) are throwing smaller piles of cash at herds of students 204 -some of whom arc ill suit~d to graze in the fields of knowledge. i" Market forces have forced schools to spend money they do not have to keep pace with school ratings . Managerialism (the experts' obsession with organising and regulating what academics deliver to students) has made things worse. 206 Diversity (a fancy way to describe what a hodgepodge of students expects to get from higher education) and what a university expects from students clash. There are disconnects between what universities deliver and what students take from lectures.i'" Endless forms to be fiJled out, for university management experts, and entreaties for more information steal time academics set aside for teaching and research; degrading in the end the quality of what students get from their university experience. i'" Students get bits of learning. 209 They buy blocks (modules) to build an image that they know something .i '" This is cheap education writ large for a diverse group .i" It is a way for bean counters to audit quality (the knowledge amassed by the studentsi l2 and the performance of the delivery agents (academicsj .i ':' Attendees assemble blocks to buy one to three years of university credentials that get used (depending on the user's personal situation) in job searches and interviews.i'" From and employers' perspective, the question is: what am I getting from these interviewees'r'" Arc they folk stocked with knowledge 'that some things have happened in the world' or knowledge about 'how to get some things done'? In Britain, there is a push to fit students for employmenr'l"; to make universities commercial centers 2J7 forcing some, ifnot all, to forge links with industry.i"
In haste, British educators have hidden bad stuff in plain sight. The modularisation of education (the market model) has commodified knowledge and managerial expertise .i'" Giving ill suited university students smaller dosages of high end knowledge may guarantee that the least among them get something. University intake expectations -good study habits among students , reading proficiency , basic understanding of ordinary things, analytical gifts, and writing skills -dwarf what freshmen bring to the UK classes . 222 Mismatches produce high anxiety, test aversion, class avoidance , class withdrawals, and dropouts.
III suited university students skim stuff. They collect unrelated facts, opinions, beliefs , abilities, and skills that do not involve significant understanding, interpretation, or integration with related knowledge.i" They are missing, indeed, never get critical selfconscious evaluation of what they've compiled and its usages in the wider world . 224 They are without deep learning (knowledge, beliefs, abilities, and skills connected together to bring about a coherent view of the world).225 This is the university materialthe so-called basic stuff -students should have and use to explain what they 've learned and know. 226 It is the bits and pieces of higher knowledge from which they can generalise and, in appropriate cases, transfer to other areas, topics, and aetivities. 227 It is this font of knowledge that makes humans educated.
The American dilemma
Knowledge is at the centre of American life. 228 Folks are united by a quest to get some by decorum (hurling ideas at others to find truths) and indecorum (hurling the humanities and the sciences at others to find the good .) Religion perches on the rim of'knowledge.F' People have the option to immerse themscJves in theology and the poetry of the bible or not. University students -modem day acolytes -are united by their relativismv" (truth is what I perceive) and an allegiance to equality'" (equal dignity and equal respect).
Society is a metaphor for a net binding everybody and everything. Some want to forge a majority around fundamental rights (e.g., foraging, gleaning, and working) and political schemes to prevent majorities from taking rights from minorities. 232 Others want a fractious-factional society 33 with feelings (the intensity of one rival's feelings over another's) to determine the day. 234 Into this brew American universities have pitched their wares and, therein , one finds their failures . 235 Today's teachers and administrators should place clarity above compassion and emotional well-being; tamp down our base urges and temptations as human beings; and subordinate university snobbishness for standards.i" Officials should put Aristotle and Homer on display; share their insights with students ; and show them how to apply their ethics to everyday life.
Universities should be or become breeding grounds for intellectual aristocracies. i" They should sequester dogma, dogmatism, and public opinions ; minimise what this docs to students; and make doubt the hallmark for learning. i" They should promote theories confirmed by life experiences .i" In the end, it is not about confirming that men and women are weak and, thereafter, giving into jingoism to make them feel better. It is about rescuing mankind from its anguish with reason and setting it on a path of doubt to make everybody's personal life better. In the end, higher education based upon feelings, opinions, and images must give way to education based upon science, literature, philosophy, and reason.
Conclusions
I am indebted to my mother. I want to pay it forward . She furnished me with an education that made my life better . ] now want my grandchildren to have that and more. ] want them to learn how to read, weigh what they read, reason, and apply ethics to everyday life. I want them to shun gossip, dogma , and other people 's opinions. ] want them to be curious about their surroundings, respect authorities, but never bend to their arbitrary will.
] want them to have doubts (healthy ones) about other people's certainties. I want them to get a liberal education; that is, schooling that sharpens their capacity to examine questions from diverse disciplinary, philosophical, and political points of view.
I want them exposed to teachers who will sow the seeds of doubt and curiosity about everything. ] want them to learn civics -the virtues and social skills we need to keep the American experiment going; the stuff that highlights social actions we should, indeed , must avoid to preserve the expectations we have for each other; and last, but not least, the commitments we 've made to each another (from one generation to the next) to stick together through thick and thin.
To that end, the latest rage (quarter systems, modularised instruction, teaching for the tests, meaningless mid-term examinations, fitting students with skills for jobs in sunset industries) needs to be condemned by academics, abandoned, and a drummed out the academy. ] want my grandchildren, indeed, all grandchildren to strive for things as human beings; to prosper as intellectuals and grow as adults.
Notes
We live on a conunons that rewards people for their novelties. 
